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Abstract

In the growing field of software engineering the new patterns and models were being introduced day by day to increase the effectiveness of software development process. In cost decreasing and quick delivery the Lean Software Development was getting attention of the industry. Several studies and research was conducted in lean software development. Recently agile software development using lean principles had been specified noticeable consideration. However an entire software development cycle which satisfying and specifying all the lean principles had not been proposed until now. It was the art of research to initiate a new “Lean” software development model which contained all the development phases. The goal was to recommend a new Life cycle model; an entire cycle with elevated goals and requirement change control as well as requirement tractability. The definition of a well-organized and efficient model by reducing the time and managing the project cost in maintenance process was the purpose of this research. This model was developed to deliver the project quicker, to enhance the maintainability and effectiveness at some stage in and after the project development.
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INTRODUCTION

The term agile stands for 'moving quickly'. Agile methodology has an adaptive team which is able to react to the changing requirements. Customer satisfaction by quick delivery of useful software. Agile software development is a collection of software development methods in which requirements and solutions develop through teamwork between self-organizing, cross-functional teams. It increases the adaptive planning, evolutionary development, before time delivery, uninterrupted improvement, and encourages quick and elastic response to change (Sharma et al., 2011).

Iterative development is a mixture of both iterative design and incremental build model for any software development. Iterative development is a method of breaking down the software development of a huge application into small iterations. In iterative development, features are designed, developed and tested in frequent cycles. In each iteration, additional features can be developed and tested until there is a complete functional software application prepared to be delivered to customers. If requirement changes repeatedly and smaller projects, deploy product in short period time with accomplished resources then we can select iterative method. Iterative method of software development stresses quick iterations, small and repeated releases, and change requirements facilitated (Jorge et al., 2011).

Lean means elimination of waste. Lean develops process speed by eliminating waste. Lean means continuous improvement. Lean Software Development has the goal of giving as much value to your customer as rapidly as possible in the well-organized manner possible. The keywords here are speed and low cost. Lean focus on wastages during the creation and development waste means to combine and describe those things that does not give and incorporated in construction and development of customer value. They don't improve the customer's value. Lean is to decrease waste and increase effectiveness of lean principles and the agile practices are intended over a squat time period to execute projects, with customer interaction constantly and talented for making change at any time during the product development. When lean software development applied in the approved manner then outcomes in high quality software that is developed at the minimum possible cost and rapidly (Poppendieck, 2007).

There is constantly a risk in the development process, on the other hand, if companies ‘acquire Lean principles in the development they will obtain rapid wins. Lean software development quickly functioning on spending time for value by paying attention on creating value for the customer and not paying consideration on those activities that do not produce value. By applying the lean principles companies get the higher satisfaction from the customers about the products quality. There are too
much examples in which when the companies had acquired Lean than their investments were high (Harris, 2004). There are two main techniques of lean development that makes change simple. First to construct the tests throughout the development process for detecting the errors whenever the procedure is broken down it showed errors and blocked there until error detect and removed as well as it necessity “construct tests” at variety of stages of the process development. Unit and regression tests apply throughout any change of the process. Refactoring is another method that improves the design without altering its functionality, or improving the design of existing software in a restricted and quick way (Kumar, 2005).

The significance of traceability is too much important. If tracing is done rightly than as a result product quality will increase and less time is required to complete the project. The majority of the work with tracing will be completed by the team and one of the issues that are related to this is only one write but read many. If several times there is require to change the requirements then tracing the requirements is always useful (Jakobsson, 2009).

A complete development cycle fulfilling all the lean principles has not been proposed yet. A complete cycle with high goals and requirement tractability as well as requirement change control is not introduced yet. This research is related to build up an efficient model based on quality research and its actual world practice also. The model is quick and well-organized by implementing the lean principles and all the steps those are essential to build up complete software including traceability and control change principle.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

For this research qualitative and quantitative both approaches are used. Initially a literature review is given together information how to build up a model and to prove the model. A model contains all the development phases (requirement specification and analysis, design, coding, system testing and maintenance and deployment) of a software development life cycle as well as requirement change principle and traceability.

Lean principles are client centric, such companies those uses the Lean principles with development models frequently work with their clients to find out what clients requires, the improvements and how new features can be further intended, designed and implemented to assemble their desires needs. Six-sigma methods are an also Lean principle that not only decrease waste and inefficiencies, but also concentrate on constant improvements (Raffo et al., 2010).

The entire functional and non-functional requirements are collected from users. The data meeting approaches include the questionnaire, surveys, and interviews are conducted. Model confirms according to the users outcome and the information gathered by them. At the last statistically analysis is applied on the proposed model to uncover the effectiveness of the proposed model. Iterations and increments are use in the model while moving from chronological to parallel implementations could enhance the speed of development and time saving (Maglyas et al., 2012).

An Efficient and well organized software development model have six sigma of lean joint with software development life cycle. Finally a survey report after doing analysis is given in which real world practices is also reported.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Survey method is a quantitative information gathering procedure about items in any population (Rodriguez et al., 2012). Survey result provides now highly developed survey software for all forms of survey research, as well as: online surveys, paper surveys, and the most modern is mobile surveys (Trimble and Webster, 2013). There are several of the remunerations of survey research like decreased cost, wide-ranging material and flexible. Within the software practitioner’s organization the survey was planned to illustrate the level of usage (Runeson et al., 2009) of lean technique, principles and practices as well as to discover the causes for implementing lean software development, and effects for the reason that of the adoption. The survey questionnaire including ten questions, it was an online survey the consequences are being collected during online from five diverse organizations and 30 people giving response to the questionnaire, it was intended based on the working of lean software development. If to be valid Lean Model for the development of software, The survey questions consisted on the surroundings information of organization, usage of lean techniques and its benefits, advantages of using lean practices and principles and objectives its subsequent to causes in adoption and the respondents who agreed to apply lean and who are not. Surroundings information of the practitioners and their organization consisted of the subsequent questions: Location in the organization, years of experience in software development, quantity of employees in the organization, representative team size. Since taking data from five distinct software organizations and the experience of employees and their locations/positions. Usage of lean software development technique in the respondents organizational division was account by 77% (n=23). The usage of lean software development techniques would be facilitated held by 77% because they agreed on about more than 50% remunerations of lean. And other lifted were not agreed or not sure and those were about 23%.
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CONCLUSION
Built a well-organized and an efficient model comprised quality research and also its actual world practice. This model is quick and well-organized by implementing all the phases which are essential to build up entire software and implementing the lean principles as well as control change principle and traceability.
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